KawKaw Coin Whitepaper

What is Kawkaw?
Kawkaw is a peer-to-peer blockchain, it uses as algo Kawpow that is a derivative of ProgPOW with
parameters specifically for Kawkaw. You can only use GPU to mine it and it’s ASIC-resistant.
And…………..Pog
This work proposes ‘proof-of-game (PoG)’ consensus algorithm suitable for resourceful and resourceconstrained devices. Heavy computational challenge in block structure protects the blockchain network from
selfish miners and majority attacks. PoG consensus algorithm is suitable for both single and multi-player
challenges. It is observed that single and multi-bit challenges increases the resource consumption and
makes it difficult for resource constrained device to confirm block in stipulated time period.
You can issue tokens on kawkaw blockchain.
Token names are guaranteed unique. The first to issue a token with a given name is the owner of that token
project, the issuer of a token burns KAW “collected into donations address”, and must provide a unique
token name. The issuer determines the quantity issued, the number of decimal places, and whether they will
be allowed to issue more of the same token in the future.

Uses Case:
We want to use it as :
Cryptocurrency to buy games and goods on marketplace.
Cryptocurrency to pay game developers.
Cryptocurrency to pay developers for kawkaw’ projects.
Cryptocurrency to use for donations.

Specifications:
Name : Kawkaw
Ticker : KAW
Algo : Kawpow
Total Supply : 2,1 Billion
Block reward : 500
Block speed : 1 minute (60 seconds)
Maturity : 101 confirmations
Transaction cost and weight : 0.01/kb , max 4 mb
p2p port : 9090
rpc port : 9099
Dev's reward : 8% of each block mined.
Capital Letter : K
Premine : No
Halving : every 2,100,000 blocks
Dev address*: KBiRwqpTDH5Qem2LGUUAxZcPUaQW3VpMAH move funds to
KVQunb1tJLhKW6e4XyuH7vzjWF7gceLYYU
* Dev Address will receive 8% of each block mined, out of which 2% goes for Gamers and 1% to Stakers!

Future Developments and Roadmap:
We prefer to work instead to do promises that we can’t able to keep, so we reserve to add step by step our
achivements.
So what we will do?
1) Develop and implement game server for the coin.
2) Ability to stake KAW for members via standalone script , with coins put in play by team to pay rewards.
3) Search and find a crypto wallets that list Kaw, to use the coin as payment around the world. Like
coinpayments or similar.
Time frame for all of the above is 2023.
What we did so far:
1) Started idea and created the core.
2) Explorer online
3) Official pool online + unofficial pools online
4) Listed on small exchanges.
5) Listed on Coinpaprika and Miningpoolstats.
6) Discord, Twitter, Github, Website, Telegram.
7) Developed gameserver for the first game “Minecraft” Beta phase http://mc.kawkawcoin.org
8) Developed and put online staking website https://staking.kawkawcoin.com
9) Developed gameserver for second game “CSGO” Beta phase Europe: 135.181.40.149:27015
10 Developed gameserver for second game “CSGO” Beta phase USA : 5.161.133.48:27015
11) Developed gameserver for second game “CSGO” Beta phase SA : 38.54.57.105:27015

Gamers reward:
Total KAW sent during lifetime to PoG addresses:
168,000,000
Total coins put in play by pog address, 2% of total:
42,000,000
Players addresses will receive :
432,000 kaws monthly
https://explorer.kawkawcoin.org/address/KRyRZrA3dc4SmQsyCgF5wozbCrWZ6hDS4A

Stakers reward:
Total coins put in play by pog address, to reward stakers, 1% of total : 21,000,000.
Staking address will receive 216,000 kaws monthly, until halving.
https://explorer.kawkawcoin.org/address/KG192LWAtCAkkR5LdNXbiM8YpoVBNpfG66
staking website : https://staking.kawkawcoin.com
the staking percentage may vary every month, according to the budget and the stakers involved.

Links:
website : https://kawkawcoin.org
staking website : https://staking.kawkawcoin.com
games website : https://kawgames.kawkawcoin.org
email : info@kawkawcoin.org
explorer : explorer.kawkawcoin.org
github : https://github.com/kawkawcoin/kawkawcore
official pool : pool.kawkawcoin.org
official telegram : https://t.me/kawkawcoin
exchange : https://ravendax.com
discord : https://discord.gg/ZkSBCNPSP7
bitcointalk : https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5409979
https://poolbay.io/crypto/5805/kawkaw
https://minerstat.com/coin/KAW

This is the third release, we will keep it updated, basing on achievements reached.
Version n 1.0.0.5 updated at 09/25/2022

